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When Sreedevi S. Kartha was asked to keep herself away from the dais during the 
launching of the book (1) Kalaatheetham (Language: Malayalam), it unleashed a storm of 
criticism. Kalaatheetham was the translation of Transcendence: My Spiritual Experience 
with Pramukh Swamiji, co-authored by the former President of India, Late Dr. A. P. J. 
Abdul Kalam and Arun Tiwari. Ms. Kartha was given the following explanation by the 
publishing house – Current Books: that Swami Brahmavihari Das, the celibate priest who 
is to launch the translation, considers the presence of women undesirable. The practice 
was unheard of in the state of Kerala, which ranks first among the Indian states in terms 
of Gender Equality Index (GDI). Ms. Kartha vehemently criticised the decision taken by 
Current Books, which is otherwise considered a progressive publishing house. Being at 
the receiving end of public fury, Current Books issued a statement which read thus: 
“Normally, we do not invite translators for book release function.” When asked “how it 
was justified that the woman who had translated the book was not allowed”, the 
spokesperson of the said religious sect has responded: “She has only translated.” Both, 
the translator and the translation, thus shares “the gendered metaphorics.” (2)  

This paper is a critical evaluation of the public discourse surrounding the incident. 
A probe into the location of this particular translation in the literary and cultural poly-
system of Kerala reveals the ongoing ideological struggles that ultimately engendered 
this discourse. The paper also raises certain questions, followed by a discussion of the 
same: Should the translator necessarily share the ideology endorsed by the source text? Is 
S/he bound to abide by the principles and protocols of the said ideology? How far is it 
possible to subvert the norms and question the ethics of such ideologies, through the 
‘agency’ of translation? 
 
1 Which was to be held on 26th September 2015.  
 
2 The metaphors used to describe translation and woman. These metaphors always 
invoke the passivity of the translator/woman and the active agency of the author/man. 
Translation was often considered a secondary activity and was equated to an ‘unfaithful’ 
woman, in academic as well as public discourses.  See, Chamberlin, Lori. “Gender and 
the Metaphorics of Translation”, Signs 13. 3 (1988): 454-472. Print.  


